
 

 

 

British Values Curriculum 

Map 

Democracy 

- At the start of each academic year, the children 

create and agree on class rules that they will follow 

- Throughout different year groups children 

regularly participate in democratic processes, e.g. 

Head Boy/Girl and School Council elections 

- Our School Council, which is made up of elected 

members from each class, provides the children 

with the opportunity to feedback their thoughts and 

opinions as well as making decisions related to 

school initiatives 

- Children have opportunities to share and justify 

their opinions during class debates and collective 

worship  

- Leadership in sports teams  

- Prepare and deliver speeches and presentations  

- Learn about government systems in PSHE 

Rule of Law 

- We have a clearly structured behaviour policy 

which is shared with all stakeholders 

- Children understand how to make good behaviour 

choices, and that their actions have consequences 

- The children have road safety workshops annually  

Individual Liberty 

- Within school, children are actively encouraged 

to make choices, knowing that they are in a 

safe and supportive environment 

- The Computing curriculum enables pupils to 

make choices in a safe manner and develops 

their awareness of issues that can occur online 

- Within the RE curriculum, children are 

provided the opportunity to express what they 

personally believe about religion 

- Through our extra-curricular clubs and 

opportunities, children are able to make their 

own choices and express their preferences  

- Celebrate the uniqueness of individuals  

Mutual Respect 

- The Jigsaw (PSHE) scheme that is used and 

adapted allows pupils to explore and discuss about a 

range of topics (e.g. saying ‘no’ to bullying, healthy 

relationships)  

- Within the Jigsaw scheme, it teaches and 

encourages children to listen to others ideas and 

how to respect the views of their peers and others 

- Assemblies and class reflections encourage discussion 

and debates of children’s ideas 

 

Tolerance of different faiths and beliefs 

- We follow the Barking and Dagenham RE syllabus, 

which provides a broad and balanced education on 

a range of different faiths, religions and cultures 

- Children from all faiths and religions are 

encouraged to share their knowledge to enhance 

learning within classrooms 

- Opportunities are provided to allow children to visit 

places of worship and to have speakers (from 

different religions) to visit the school 

- During collective worship, festivals from different 

religions are celebrated through the year 

 


